Class Description
Class E. Rosé
Light, refreshing pink wines. In grape rosé wines, varietal characteristic is a
definite plus. Strongly aromatic wines such as raspberry are generally
unsuitable for use as table wines.
Technical Characteristics
Ingredients:
Red and black grapes with colourless juice are most
successful, but blends of red and white wines are permitted.
Alcohol:

9% - 12%

Colour:
Pink: pale to deep. An orange tinge is permissible. Red
or purple are undesirable. Amber is unacceptable.
Sugar:

0% - 1.5%

Specific Gravity:

0.990 - 0.998

Acid:

6.0 g/L - 7.5 g/L

pH:

3.1 - 3.7

(From the presenter: note that it is difficult these days to find any wine, rosé
or otherwise, that has an alcohol level of 12% or less. There are wines in this
tasting that are above the 12% class description figure and, unless the
alcohol is intrusive, they should not be penalized for that)
Some points that you should take from this presentation:
1.The acceptable colour range for rosé.
2.The principal varietals used
3. The 3 methods of producing rosés and the least acceptable of those
methods.

4.Rosé is a French word. What does it mean in English? Which other terms
are used for rosé?
5. Which French A.O.C. is restricted to Rosé exclusively?
6. Rosé can be used as a social wine but is at least as useful at the table.
What kinds of foods would match well with dry rosé?
7. Rosé has become an extremely fashionable style of wine. Why?
Introduction:
Rosé has led an interesting life. Although it has always been a very popular
style of wine in much of Europe, especially in France and Spain, it has never
had the respect that either Red Table or White Table wines have had, despite
being served regularly in French bistros, Spanish restaurantes and private
homes. If you conjure up an image of eating a bouillabaisse on the French
Riviera or a simple meal in a Barcelona wine-bar, you would notice that the
accompanying wine would more often than not be pink in colour, rosé in
France, rosado in Spain. It is also a perfect patio wine, chilled and drunk
with ‘little bits’ on a warm summer afternoon.
So why the lack of respect? Firstly, the most important requirement of most
rosés is to be fresh and thirst-quenching with an ability to accompany a
fairly wide range of foods. They seem to lack the ‘seriousness’ of big
Cabernets or high-alcohol, buttery, sweet-edged Chardonnays and rarely
jump out at you as many high-scoring wines do. (I fear my prejudices are
showing!!) As well there has often been a lack of care in their production. In
European examples oxidation has been a problem, especially with the
Garnacha-based rosados of Navarra, Spain. With increasing technological
and quality management in the bodega, this is mostly an historical matter.
Another difficulty that has had to be overcome, in coming to terms with rosé
as a quality wine, has been the accursed California-derived ‘blush
phenomenon’. Although these are technically ‘rosés’, most self-respecting
rosés would not give them the time of day. More on that later.
At the table, although they may not do their best with roasted red meats or
heavy stews, they’re still able to get by. At the same time they match
extremely well with lighter fare, from fish stews to many types of Asian
cuisines, from milder Japanese to fiery Thai, and especially to the light and
fresh style of cooking, vegetable and herb dominated, that some refer to as
‘market cuisine.’ Because there has been an upsurge in this manner of

eating, the recent rapid increase in sales of rosé can easily be understood. It
has recently replaced white wine as the second-highest type of wine sold in
France (partly because the French have always thought that the first
requirement of wine is that it be red. Therefore they can at least say they’re
nearly drinking red when they drink rosé). There are many B.C. and
California wineries that have rosés, apart from ‘blush’, on their books and
one B.C. winery, Joie - considered by many (like me!), to be in the top 3
wineries in the province - has a rosé as their flagship wine. In Australia it
appears that the ‘rosé revival’ has not yet hit, perhaps owing to the cultural
gastronomic tendency towards searing large slabs of dead animal over coals.
Argentina much the same. And even in this case, rosé matches very well
with barbecue if a sweet-edged marinade is used. It is interesting to note
that, while the rosé category is undergoing the fastest percentage increase in
sales throughout the world, the Australia wine industry is undergoing the
rapidest decline.
Colour and Varietals Used
Colour, perhaps more so than in any other style of wine, is extremely
important. One of the most satisfying qualities of a good rosé is its colour.
Its just looks so pretty, and that is the word, on the table. I would really like
to see more points given for appearance in this category. That being said,
there is a large colour range in the rosé category. Some of this is due to the
varietal used. A 100% Grenache-based rosé, the grape used in the Navarra,
Spain’s most noted regional producer of roses, and a high-percentage
Grenache-blend, as is the case in much of the south of France, often results
in an orange-tinged wine. Pinot Noir, used in Burgundy and by some
producers in B.C., tends towards a paler pink. The wines of Tavel, again in
the south of France and France’s only A.O.C. restricted to the production of
rose, often have Cinsault in the blend and can be quite bright, verging on
red. In fact I have seen red wines from Pinot Noir that appear paler than
some Tavels. Very pale roses, as pale as possible, with vibrant berry flavours
are the height of quality for some Rose obsessives. So, as judges, it would be
very difficult to mark a wine down for colour unless it is less than bright and
too obviously crossing into the red table or white table categories.
Remember that orange-tinged, a good thing, is not brown-tinged which can
be a sign of oxidation.
Many other varietals can be used, including, and most notoriously,
Zinfandel. So we come to the story of ‘White Zinfandel’. First the positives.

If not for the success of this category, many old Zinfandel vineyards would
have been grubbed up in the 70’s in California to be replaced by the then
increasingly popular Chardonnay and, to a lesser extent, Cabernet
Sauvignon. Just what we need – more buttery California Chardonnay. In
1972 when Bob Trinchero at Sutter Home winery, a Zinfandel specialist,
found himself with a stuck fermentation, he decided to bottle it as an off-dry
pale coloured wine that he called ‘White Zinfandel’…an instant hit. Without
the high degree of alcohol that the grape usually attains, the colour
extraction was limited. A few years later Jerry Mead, the winemaker at Mill
Creek, was offered a similar looking wine made from Cabernet Sauvignon
from one of his growers. He jokingly referred to it as ‘looking like it was
blushing’. The wine was a little darker than many ‘White Zinfandels’ that
had been coming out in the previous few years and Mead decided to call it
‘Cabernet Blush’. The rest is history. These early wines had a certain quality
but now the term ‘blush’ is used for any noticeably sweet pink-coloured
wine, often produced from inferior grapes. Quality California producers,
especially the Rhone-oriented ones, now use the term ‘rosé’ in order to
separate their wines from the ‘blush’ category. But it must be said that many
new wine-drinkers become interested in wine through drinking wines like
these. And if you’re feeling a little superior just think back on your love
affair with Mateus or Faisca, not to mention all the little duckling sparklers –
all of them rosés and all of them with a place.
How Are They Made?
There are essentially three methods of producing rosé wines. The first is
what might be called “purpose-made rosé”. In other words the producer
starts with red grapes with the principal purpose of making a rosé. The
process begins with a cold-soak on the skins for up to three days. The grapes
are then pressed off the skins, the juice brought to temperature and
inoculated with the chosen yeast. There is a variation of this method in
which the fermentation is begun on the skins and then taken off anywhere
from a few hours to a couple of days. It is up to the winemaker to ensure that
the proper amount of colour is achieved and that the wine has not taken on
too many ‘on the skin’ components such as tannins or bitterness. Ideally
there is a cold fermentation, much the same as for many white wines, to
maintain freshness and fruitiness. In much of France, (always in the case of
Tavel) and Spain the wines would be fermented out to dryness. However, in
Anjou, in the Loire region of France – the wine being produced principally

from Gamay - they are often left off-dry either by filtering and coldstabilizing and/or by using a ‘back reserve’.
The other principal method of rosé-production, and the one most frequently
used these days, is the ‘saignée’ method. In this case rosés are secondary to
the production of red wine. In this method, juice is immediately bled off the
crushed pulp in order to concentrate flavour and colour in the red wine.
Essentially, after taking the juice, the fermentation method would be much
the same as for the ‘purpose made rose’. The principal difference in the two
methods is ‘intent’. In the first method the whole point is to make a rosé. In
the second the point is to concentrate the must.
The third method is the ‘cheater’s’ method and that is by simply blending a
red and white wine. There are only 2 commercial uses of this method as far
as I’m aware. The first is in producing ‘Rosé’ Champagne or sparkling wine.
Often, but not always, even premier Champagne houses blend a Pinot Noir
based wine with a white-grape, usually Chardonnay, one. There is also an
area of Spain in Castilla-Leon, Cigales, which has an historical association
with a dry rosé, a blend of Tempranillo and probably Airen, called ‘clarete’.
Cigales is now one of the many up-and-coming quality red wine DO’s in
Spain.
What To Look For
Obviously the wine should be clear and bright with a pleasing appearance.
Remember appearance is a large part of the appeal of this category of wines
and the colour range can be quite broad but the wine should always draw the
eye.
Tavel wines are often less fragrant than other roses but have more structure
than most. They are obviously made for the table and are not the pleasant
patio sippers that many roses are. They can have some tannins and a definite
bite. In Bandol, an area of Provence, they produce a similar style of rosé,
using primarily Mourvedre. These are the most expensive rosés produced –
up to and beyond $40.00 – but they are sadly unavailable locally. At times
it’s possible to find Domaine Tempier Bandol rose –considered one of the
best - from Marquis Wines on Davie in Vancouver.

But in most cases the rosé should having appealing fruitiness, tending
toward strawberry, rhubarb, and at times some candy-like aromas. But be
careful as an in-your-face candiness is a sure sign of that nasty ‘blush’ stuff.
In the mouth they can be dry and little assertive, like the Tavel, all the way
to off-dry and delicate. All wines, however, should have balance. If they are
off-dry, as in all other wines, they must have the acidity to support the
sweetness.
As mentioned previously, the rosé wine category is the fastest growing
segment of the wine world. They are generally reasonably priced and
instantly appealing. Excellent rosés can be purchased for less than $15.00
and I can’t say that this is often the case with other kinds of wines. Perhaps
their present-day ‘fashion’ or ‘return to fashion’, will result in more amateur
wine-makers trying their hand at producing quality rose. At present they are
remarkably underrepresented in our Guild competitions to the point that
some competitions do not even include the category!!
In summary I reiterate that rosés are not usually wines that are out to impress
anyone, as is the case with ‘big reds’ or ‘serious whites’. Their purpose is to
help out at the table, make the summer day a little brighter, and most
importantly to give pleasure. And I would think that is pretty good thing.

